Mission: The Wake the Lake Tournament Series was born from a strong desire to continue the growth of wakeboarding at a grassroots level by providing fun, safe, and challenging contests for local riders of every ability level to participate in.

3-Event Series Format: Riders who compete in all three events will accumulate points towards the GRAND PRIZE package at the final tournament. Competitors who only ride in a single event also have the opportunity to win prizes at each individual contest in the raffle.

Contest Format: Every rider will get 2 passes to complete as many tricks as they can. At the end of the second pass riders will get either a wild card trick or a double up (depending on their division).

Riders will get 3 falls plus an out of course fall. After the first two falls the rider will be picked up. On the third fall the run is over. Riders in the WAKESKATE division will get 5 minutes from the time they leave the dock, including falls, to complete as many tricks as they can.

Dates: Friday, June 8 @ Frameswitch
       Friday, July 13 @ Frameswitch
       Friday, August 10 @ Frameswitch

Time: Riders should arrive and check-in at 10am. A mandatory riders meeting will be held promptly at 10:00. Shortly after that the contest will begin.

Cost: $35 for one division/ $50 for both Wakeboard & Wakeskate

Registration: Just call or come by any Sail & Ski location, including our new location in Lakeway!

**EVERY REGISTERED RIDER RECEIVES A FREE LUNCH, A FREE T-SHIRT, AND A CHANCE TO WIN GREAT PRIZES AT EACH TOURNAMENT!**
RIDER DIVISIONS & EXAMPLES OF TRICKS

NOVICE TRICKS
- Fin Release- breaking out the rear fin and sliding backwards
- Butterslide- breaking the fin out on the top of the wake with the board 90 degrees to the boat
- Surface 180- turning 180 degrees while on the surface (easier w/o fins)
- Surface 360- turning 360 degrees while on the surface (easier w/o fins)
- Bunny Hop 180- no wake 180. Rider ollies outside the wake and rotates the board 180 degrees
- One wake jump- rider leave on one wake and lands somewhere in between both wakes
- Wake jump- rider leaves on one wake and lands on the other wake (clears both wakes)

INTERMEDIATE TRICKS
- Tail Grab- rear hand, tail grab
- Indy Grab- rear hand toeside grab between feet
- Indy Stiffy- bone out both legs in front of rider and grab indy
- Heelside 180- rider clears both wakes on their heelside edge and rotates 180
- Toeside 180- rider clears both wake on their toesdie edge and rotates 180
- Shifty 180- rider twists the board 90 degrees in one direction and then in to a 180 the other direction

ADVANCED TRICKS
- Heelside 360- approaching the wake on the heelside edge rotating the board 360 degrees with a handle pass
- Toeside 360- approaching the wake on the toeside edge rotating the board 360 degrees with a handle pass
- Toeside 540- approaching the wake on the toeside edge rotating the board 540 degrees with a handle pass
- Back Roll to Revert- approaching the wake heelside completing a back roll where the board travels side over side with a 180, landing fakie
- Indy Tantrum- approaching the wake heelside and completing a back flip while grabbing the board indy at the same time

OUTLAW TRICKS
- Method Scarecrow- approaching the wake toeside and completing a front roll and rotating the board 180 degrees while grabbing the board method at the same time
- Heelside 540- approaching the wake on the heelside edge rotating the board 540 degrees with a handle pass
- Whirlybird- approaching the heelside and completing a tantrum with a 360 degrees rotation over the head without a handle pass
- Front Flip- approaching the wake heelside and completing a front flip where the board travels end over end
- Hoochie Glide- approaching the wake heelside and completing an air raley where the board travels over the riders head and grabbing the board mute at the same time
Wake the Lake
2007 Rider Registration

Name_______________________________ Date________________

Address_________________________________________________

City_______________ State_________ Zip_____________________

Phone (    )__________Email:_____________________________

Help us know your ability by circling the correct numbers:
1=Never   2=Rarely   3=Sometimes   4=Usually   5=Always

1 Wake Jump
Surface 180
2 Wake Heelside Jump
2 Wake Toeside Jump
Grass
1 Wake 180
2 Wake 180
Heelside 360
Toeside 360
Heel/Toe 540
Back Roll
Tantrum
Raley
Scarecrow
Grabbed Inverts

Division you think you should be in? Please Circle one:

Beginner       Intermediate       Advanced       Outlaw       Wakeskate

Your answers will be used to place you in a division of competitors with similar skill levels. Remember, if you are obviously riding under your ability level, “SANDBAGGING”, during the tournament, you will be moved up to the next division.

I understand that I may be disqualified without a refund for endangering other or myself during the contest. Unsportsmanlike conduct may also be grounds for disqualification.

Signed_________________________________ Date______________

Parent or Guardian (Under 18)_______________________________

Emergency Contact_______________________Phone_____________
LIABILITY RELEASE AGREEMENT

Participant’s Name: ___________________________________________________________________

Height: __________  Weight: __________  Date of Birth: _______________

Address: ____________________________________________________________________________

City: _______________ State: _______________ Zip: _______________

Ability Level:  Beginner          Intermediate          Advanced          Outlaw          Pro

Circle products used:  Wakeboard          Rope          Wetsuit

List Specifics: ______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

In consideration of being allowed to use the Water-ski Equipment (Water-skis, Wakeboards, and Kneeboards) and/or to have a demonstration ride, I agree as follows:

(INITIAL __________) I understand and am aware that water-skiing/wakeboarding can be a HAZARDOUS activity. I understand that the sport of water-skiing/wakeboarding and the use of the water-ski/wakeboard equipment involved risk of injury to any and all parts of my body. I hereby agree to freely and expressly assume and accept any and all risks of injury to me while using this water-ski/wakeboard equipment or while having a demonstration ride.

I understand the water-ski/wakeboard equipment being furnished includes a binding system which will NOT RELEASE at all times or under all circumstances and that it is not possible to predict every situation in which it will or will not release, and that it’s use cannot guarantee my safety or freedom from injury while using the water-ski/wakeboard equipment.

(INITIAL __________) I agree that I will release The Sail & Ski Center, its agents, the owners and operators of any boat used for demonstration rides, and the owners of this ski shop from any and all responsibility for injuries or damages to me due to the use of the water-ski/wakeboard equipment listed on this form, as a participant in a demonstration ride, or to any other person. I agree NOT to make a claim against or sue The Sail & Ski Center, its agents, the owners and operators of any boat used for demonstration rides or this ski shop for injuries or damages relating to water-skiing/wakeboarding, the use of the water equipment or demonstration rides.

This Document constitutes the final and entire agreement between the persons and firms released by this Agreement and the undersigned. I have carefully read this agreement and release or liability and fully understand its contents. I am aware that this is a release of liability and an agreement for the benefit of The Sail & Ski Center, its agents, the owners and operators of boats used for demonstration rides and this ski shop, and I sign of my own free will.

Date: _______________          By: _______________________________________________________

Participant’s Signature (Parent or Guardian if under 18)

Dealer: _____________________________________________________________________________